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If human activities continue at the current rate, we need three 
planets to maintain our lifestyle by 2050, according to the UN. 
We are consuming more resources than the planet can generate, 
and increasing pollution and waste are making the problem 
worse. Commercial and residential energy consumption is the 
second fastest growing area of   global energy consumption after 
transportation. Agriculture and the textile industry are the biggest 
polluters of clean water in the world. And about a third of all food 
produced in the world is wasted annually, while millions of people 
go hungry, especially in third countries.

Since natural resources are not infinite, we all need to learn to 
do ‘more and better with less’ at all levels. Individually, we can 
apply small but profound changes in our daily lives to reduce our 
own waste and carbon footprint. However, we are committed 
to achieving SDG12 because individual efforts are not enough; 
Global and coordinated action is required to transition tangibly 
and sustainably to responsible consumption and production 
worldwide.

The world population has grown explosively in recent decades 
and we are all eating more and more meat and dairy. Two-
thirds of all agricultural land in the world is used as pasture for 
grazing animals or the cultivation of animal feed. A lot of nature 
has already been killed for this. In South America, for example, 
millions of hectares of rainforest have been cut down for the 
cultivation of soy or for grazing cattle. We import this soy to feed 
our herds that got out of hand. We also import South American 
beef. So we literally eat the rainforest.

With this project I want to show beautiful pieces of nature, which 
we will lose if it goes on like this. These are existing places I’ve 
been or dream about going there. If they still exist, at least …

All prices are inclusive V.A.T.



KUNSTGEZIND

Making the art world accessible to artists and art lovers. Kunstgezind is a professional organisation that supports a 
diverse community of artists in various challenges.
They build sustainable relationships with partners and art lovers to enable sales, experience and exposure for their 
community. Ensuring quality and personal service.

Do you see something you like? Or are you thinking of a comissiond artpiece?
Contact us kunstgezind@gmail.com
More art this way             @Kunstgezind 

THE CANVAS BY QUERENCIA ANTWERP

The Canvas by Querencia Antwerp, an international marketplace for brands focused on ethical and transparent 
supply chains and processes. Each of them address at least one of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development 
Goals in the way they conduct their business.

Contact us info@thecanvas.nyc
More Fashion?           @Thecanvasbyq.antwerp 



Waterfall
Acrylics on canvas
24 x 30 cm
-, 300 EUR

Artworks by 
Vanessa Van Meerhaeghe

Mini waterfall
Acrylics on canvas
20 x 20 cm
-,  200 EUR



Les Alpes maritimes
Acrylics on canvas
18 x 24 cm
-, 225 EUR

The lonely paddler - Print 
on high quality paper
A3 sized
Limited 20 pcs.
-, 55 EUR



Beach: Evening
Acrylics on canvas
18 x 24 cm
-, 225 EUR

Beach: Day
Acrylics on canvas
18 x 24 cm
-,  225 EUR



Another road to the beach
Acrylics on canvas
24 x 30 cm
-, 300 EUR

Sunrise playa
Acrylics on canvas
24 x 30 cm
-, 300 EUR



Take a break
Acrylics on canvas
30 x 40 cm
-, 390 EUR

Sóller 
Acrylics on canvas
20 x 30 cm
-, 280



The time and place where tide will turn
Acrylics on canvas
50 x 70 cm
-, 640 EUR

Where our souls live 
Acrylics on canvas
60 x 70 cm
-, 680 EUR



The tourists
Acrylics on canvas
115 x 75 cm
-, 1050 EUR

Longings
Acrylics on canvas
.60 x 80 cm
-, 750 EUR



Where the opium grows
Acrylics on canvas
70 x 90 cm
-, 750 EUR


